Edward Joel Lozano
Photography

An innate ability to engage his subjects allows Edward to capture an incredible range of human emotion and
spontaneity. This has made him one of the most sought after photographers in Dallas as well as other cities
across the country he frequents seasonally.
Sitting fees, paid upon scheduling your photographic
session, secure consultation and optimal shooting
time. Consultations are designed to help determine
what type of portrait will be produced - formal, casual,
spontaneous, etc. Specifics such as clothing, location
and timing are discussed in order to control artistic
currents, provide a fun experience, and ultimately, remarkable portraits. We accept a limited number of
sittings in order to ensure the quality of our work and
preserve the integrity of our photography.
Sitting fees
Individual or Couples
Family or Groups
Bridal
Wedding
Portraits (color or b&w)
8x10 or smaller
10x10, 11x14
16x16, 16x20
20x20, 20x24
24x24, 24x30
30x30, 30x40
Set of 6 miniatures
Portrait Cards

Wedding/Special Event (color or b&w) Minimums
Weddings
$2500 - 5000
Special Events
Quoted

$250.00
$325.00
$400.00
$450.00
original
$250
$375
$650
$850
$1,200
$1,750
50-100
100+

Phone: 214 454-9210
www.edlozanophotography.com

additional
$185
$300
$550
$725
$950
$1,500
$80.00
$5.50
$4.50

Add 25% of Portrait price for mounting
*Promotional discounts available —
Please call for current promotions.

Minimum deposits can be used to purchase any combination
of prints, albums or framing.

Prints (color or b&w)

Albums
5x5 cover
8x8 cover
10x10 cover

$150
$200
$275

Size
5x5
5x7
8x8
10x10
10x10

$20
$22
$30
$35
$40

Inserts $7.00 each
Inserts $10.00 each
Inserts $15.00 each

Portrait Proofs:
($2500 minimum purchase required) $50 each,
entire set $25 each.
B&W Publication Prints:
$50 each with purchase of original.
Framing:
We offer the highest quality mouldings and ready-made frames
available. We also provide in-home frame design service.
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